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BOOK REVIEW INDEX
Volume 18
September 1997 - June 1998

Adler, David A. Hiding from the Nazis. Vol 18, Mar/Apr:8.
Anderson, Laurie Halse. Turkey Pox. Vol 18, Jan/Feb:5.
Antle, Nancy. Staying Cool. Vol 18, Jan/Feb:5.


Brown, Marc.


Bunting, Eve.


Cleveland, Will and Mark Alvarez.

Yo, Millard Filmore! (And all those other Presidents you don't know). Vol 18, Mar/Apr:9.

Yo, Sacramento! (And all those other State Capitals you don't know). Vol 18, Mar/Apr:9.


**Children's Book and Play Review**

*Hercules: The Man, the Myth, the Hero*. Lasky, Kathryn. Vol 18, Mar/Apr:17.
*Hiding from the Nazis*. Adler, David A. Vol 18, Mar/Apr:8.
Hoffman, Mary. *Angel Just Like Me, An*. Vol 18, Mar/Apr:15.
42 Brigham Young University


Jouris, David. All Over the Map Again: Another Extraordinary Atlas of the United States Featuring Towns that Actually Exist! Vol 18, Mar/Apr:16.


Kid Who Invented the Popsicle (And Other Surprising Stories About Inventions), The. Wulffson, Don L. Vol 18, Jan/Feb:23.


Hercules: The Man, the Myth, the Hero. Vol 18, Mar/Apr:17.


Little Red Cowboy Hat. Lowell, Susan. Vol 18, Jan/Feb:15.

Little Town at the Crossroads. Wilkes, Maria D. Vol 18, Jan/Feb:22; May/June:24.


Lowell, Susan. Little Red Cowboy Hat. Vol 18, Jan/Feb:15.


Many, Paul. These Are the Rules. Vol 18, Jan/Feb:15.


Mary Poppins Opens the Door. Travers, P. L. Vol 18, May/June:23.


Meiante...Feiffer, Jules. Vol 18, Mar/Apr:12.


Dyslexia. Vol 18, Mar/Apr:19.


Moving Mama to Town. Young, Ronder Thomas. Vol 18, Jan/Feb:23.


Mystery of King Karfu (From the Casebook of Seymour Sleuth). Cushman, Doug. Vol 18, Nov/Dec:9.


Open Me...I'm a Dog! Spiegelman, Art. Vol 18, Mar/Apr:24.


44 Brigham Young University


*Shade’s Children.* Nix, Garth. Vol 18, Jan/Feb:17.


Spiegelman, Art. Open Me . . . I’m a Dog! Vol 18, Mar/Apr:24.
Staying Cool. Antle, Nancy. Vol 18, Jan/Feb:5.
These Are the Ranks. Many, Paul. Vol 18, Jan/Feb:15.

Mary Poppins Opens the Door. Vol 18, May/June:23.
Turkey Fox. Anderson, Laurie Halse. Vol 18, Jan/Feb:5.
46 Brigham Young University


Wells, Rosemary.


Wilkes, Maria D. *Little Town at the Crossroads*. Vol 18, Jan/Feb:22; May/June:24.


Wilson, Nancy Hope.
  *Becoming Felix*. Vol 18, Jan/Feb:22.
  *Old People, Frogs and Albert*. Vol 18, May/June:25.


Wulffson, Don L. *Kid Who Invented the Popsicle (And Other Surprising Stories About Inventions), The*. Vol 18, Jan/Feb:23.


Yo, Millard Filmore! (And all those other Presidents you don't know). Cleveland, Will and Mark Alvarez. Vol 18, Mar/Apr:9.

Yo, Sacramento! (And all those other State Capitals you don't know). Cleveland, Will and Mark Alvarez. Vol 18, Mar/Apr:9.

Young, Ronder Thomas. *Moving Mama to Town*. Vol 18, Jan/Feb:23.